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chapter I
The Introduction
One of the moet fundamental needs of the human race
has been to communicate ideas.

So far as it is possible

to disooTer evidences of men on earth, we also find evi¬
dence that they used some means of recording their deeds
and thoughts.

Writing in some form is nearly as old as

the human race.
grunts and signs.

Early savages used a crude system of
Although these symbols can hardly be

called a form of writing they were a forerunner of the
first form of writing called Egyptian hieroglyphics.
Other nations developed their forms of writing from these
beginnings.

The Phoenicians invented an alphabet of

twenty-two letters upon which our alphabet of twenty-six
letters is based.

Prom these primitive signs have e-

volved our complex modern languages with their thousands
of words offering opportunity for expressing the most
minute shades of meaning.
(1) Need for Language:

Our present inex¬

haustible supply of words has brought on difficulties.
We are faced with the problem of acquiring a vocabulary
adequate for our daily needs.

This is necessary if we

are to listen intelligently, or to talk or write well.
Recognizing words is no longer sufficient; we must also
know the various interpretations that may be placed upon
words.

This has become increasingly important since the

- 5 .

invention of the radio and the "talkies" In the movies.
A large reading vocabulary must oontain the words of our
native tongue as well as the words which have been ooined
by our people.
Speolflc Need is Oral*

The most frequent

and important use for a good vocabulary is in conversa¬
tion.

Let us understand by conversation not merely the

recreational, pleasant chat, but also the more serious dis¬
cussion of problems of individual living and public con¬
cern.

Conversation is the foundation of all our soolal
1
institutions.
It is the medium of expression used by all

races.

Giving all due credit to newspapers, and the radio,

conversation is the chief factor in forming public opinion.
The kind of government schools and churches are going to
have can be gauged by the kind of conversation we use.
Conversation makes a good vocabulary immensely important.
(3) Writing}

In modern society, in which bo few

opportunities are at our disposal, relative to the number
of candidates who covet them, facility in writing as well
as oral speech has become a necessity.

No longer is the

knowledge of writing a grocery list or a friendly letter
sufficient.

We must acquire the ability to apply for all

sorts of positions in writing.

This necessitates a com¬

mand of the words which will express our abilities, desires,
and capableness most effectively.

1. Baker, E. "Teaching of Social Conversation", Educational
Method (Maroh, 1937) pp. 315
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3ESolflo Heee.altv In Reading.

The size

of our vocabulary also determines and limits the scope
of our reading.

Authors presuppose man's ability to In¬

terpret what they have written.

Hot even the newspaper

can be thoroughly read If one Is not the possessor of an
2
adequate vocabulary.
Stephenson Smith declares that it
takes a minimum of from five thousand to fourteen thousand
words to read an ordinary newspaper.

This fact alone should

help to convince one that there is a necessity for a com¬
mand of words in our daily lives.
(5) School and Vocabulary;

Much of the responsi¬

bility of vocabulary building belongs rightfully to the
schools.

There is, in every class, a definite need for the

mastery of certain words or groups of words.

The important

aim in the primary grades is the development of a definite
vocabulary.
ing grades.

This aim should alBO be emphasised in succeed¬
By the time the pupil has reached the upper

grades he should have gained an independence in under¬
standing and using the words which he ordinarily encounters.
In these upper grades, the lack of a good vooabulary will
hinder pupil achievement in all subjects and this situation
will be aggravated as later grades are reached because of
the cumulative effect of failure to grasp essential mean¬
ings.
Although the early grades are primarily responsible

2. Smith, Stephenson, The Command of Words, p. 16
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tor fundamental vocabulary building, the fact remain®
that, many pupils reach the upper gradeB without good
vocabularies and with little understanding of words and
their shades of meaning*

It thus behooves the teachers

of these upper grades to attempt to remedy the situation
as best they can, even to the extent of giving definite
drill and remedial work in word study*
(6) This Study:

The present study is concerned

with an attempt of thiB kind.

The situation was one in

which the olasB consisted of a large proportion of pupils
with foreign born parents; their vocabularies were in¬
adequate? they were having difficulty in subject-matter
courses.

The question which initiated this study was

whether definite remedial vocabulary drill would improve
the subject-matter achievement of these pupils?

BACKGROUND OF THS STUDY

; ■»
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CHAPTER II
Background of the Study

HJarly Oonsideration of Gordin

The Impor¬

tance of worde and of the right use of words has been
recognized for a long time.

As early as the time of the

Greeks and Hebrews we can find evidences of the prevailing
thought as to the value of an adequate vocabulary.

A

Greek proverb says, "A word out of season may mar the
course of a whole life.”

A Hebrew proverb says,

spoken in due season, how good is it2*•
Hamlet^said to Polonius,
Kelley

"A word

The impatient

"Words, Words, Words," however

expresses the opinion:
To despise words is to despise what
has made civilization possible and
what conditions human progress. Words
have raised us above the beasts that
perish. Without them we could not do
the business of life.

Writers of more recent times have also recognized the
value of words.

Robert Louis Stevenson writes, "In short,

the first duty of a man is to speak? that is his chief bus¬
iness in this world."

Thus we have presented the idea that

all day and every day words matter.
(2) General Need for an Adequate Vocabulary:

We

do not inherit from our ancestors the ability to use words
correctly.

This ability is acquired and developed by study.

Its scope, however, is not limited only to school work.

1. Kelley, J. P. Workmanship in Wordsi p. 5

It

•8

•

is the recognised concern of all ages and all typee of
2
people. Miller stresses the necessity of a definite
plan for teaching vocabulary because:
The Increasing concern of teachers In
social studies as well as In Bnglish,
of department heads, of administrators!
of college instructors* and even of
high schools and college students them¬
selves over the paucity of their vocab¬
ularies makes such an effort imperative.
(3) Efforts to Include Necessary Words in a
Vocabulary:

A core vocabulary is of vital importance in

language learning, whether it is in letter writing, spell¬
ing,

or composition.

Many studies have been made in an at¬

tempt to determine the necessary words in a vocabulary.
3
Horn has shown that:
A relatively few words with their rep¬
etitions make up a large part of the
running correspondence of adult writing.
In fact the most commonly used 100 words
with their repetitions comprise more
than 58^ of the running correspondence
of adults.
The most commonly used 1000
words make up 90$ and the most common
2000 words comprise 95$ of the running
written correspondence of adults.
4
Teacher’s Word Book by Thorndike reduces the lan¬
guage to 20000 necessary words.

In this book there has

been made an alphabetical list of the 1000 words which
are found to occur most widely in a count of about

2. Miller, W.S. "A Plan for Teaching Vocabulary" The English
Journal (Sept. 1938) p. 566
3. Horn, E. "The Curriculum of the Gifted" Twenty-third Year¬
book of the National Society for the Study of Education
4. Thorndike, E.L. The

Teacher’s Word Book p. 5
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625000 words from literature for children; about 3000000
words from the Bible and English classics: about 300000
words from elementary school text books? about 50000
words from books about cooking, sewing, farming, the
trades and the like? and about 500000 words from cor¬
respondence.

In determining his word list, Thorndike

used forty-one different sources.

A measure of the range

and frequency of each word’s occurrence is given by a
oredit number.
Language is now considered as more than the Mtool
subject”, as it has been previously called by so many
curriculum builders.

It is now the very material of

thought as well as of communication.

The isolation of

the home 1b gone: consideration is now given to the fre¬
quency with which the pupil needs to use language in con¬
tact with strangers.

The pupil now uses the telephone,

greets callers, delivers messages, asks directions, and
makes numerous contacts with strangers.

Ethel ?alk

makes

this statement:
Our aim must be to include in the school
program situations that are similar to
those the child meets outside of school
and to give him confidence in meeting
those situations.
A constant effort is being made to stress the types
of English which are most commonly used by the majority of

5. Falk, E.B. "Language for Today’s Children” Education
(Oct. 1937) p. 74

10

people.

According to Elizabeth Baker

the needs of most

Americans for the English Language falls under these
three main heads:
1. Ability to read with understanding
and pleasure.
2. Ability to write interesting, ap¬
propriate, and entertaining sooial
letters and dear, courteous bus¬
iness letters.
3. Ability to talk well especially in
social conversation.
(4) Relation of Vocabulary to Total Achieye-

men t:

Let us consider what writers have said concerning

vocabulary and total achievement scores.
This concerns
7
the school pupil specifically. Kelley states:
’•Words
are tools of thought, you often think badly because you
use the wrong tools."

It is in the schools that the hab¬

it of using these tools must be taught and established.
Will these vocabulary habits, onoe established, and con¬
stantly practiced, have any effect upon the total achieve¬
ment of the pupil?

Some studies have indicated that vo¬

cabulary training is of considerable value.
8
Hiller bases hiB Plan for Teaching Vocabulary upon
four premises which are widely believed to be facts:

6. Baker, E. "The Teaching of Social Conversation” Educa¬
tional Method (March 1957) p. 315
7. Kelley, J.P. Workmanship in Words p. 5
8. Hiller, W.S. "A Plan for Teaching Vocabulary” The Bn^
11eh Journal (Sept. 1938) p. 566
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1. Vocabulary deficiency le one
major cause of low reading com¬
prehension scores and therefore
of poor reading,
2. There is a significant correla¬
tion between vocabulary and in¬
telligence •
3. Improving a student's vocabulary
increases (ultimately) his stand¬
ing in all of his subjeots,
4. Vocabulary, unlike character,
must be taught rather than caught.
9
Traxler makes the following statementt
It is known that, given constant en¬
vironmental conditions, growth in
vocabulary bears a rather close
functional relationship to growth
in intelligence.
(5) Relation of Vocabulary to Specific Sub¬
jects :

Many students have made efforts to determine the

relationship between success in vocabulary building and
success in other subjects.
10

MaLaughlin

has found that intensive word study with

dull and average secondary-school pupils enriched their
vocabulary and raised their reading ability to significant
degree.
Considering the influence of vocabulary on other sub11

Jects Thomas

states:

9. Traxler, A.E. "Improvement of Vocabulary Through Drill",
The English Journal (June 1938) p. 340
10. MoLaughlin, M.L. Measured Results of Special Vocabu^ajx
Study: Master's Thesis, University of Southern California, 1929
11. Thomas, C.S. Teaching of English p. 15

-
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A large part of the difficulty of
eohool and college work 1b trace¬
able to the student's Inability to
read the printed page.
Spelling 1b a subjeot commonly taught to lnoreaoe
12

the pupil’s Tooabulary.

Curtis and Dolch

hare shown

that certain words need no teaching, others need muoh
teaching.

Also, that good spellers learn most of the

words without teaching? poor spellers need much teaching.

IS
Referring to Traxler

again, we find the statement:

"It is known that extensive reading, with attention di¬
rected to the gaining of meaning from content, will ac¬
celerate vocabulary growth to some extent.N
In investigating the common and differential factors
14
In a reading and hearing vocabulary Anderson and Fairbanks
have concluded that:
•'

i

l

; ,

•

• ’

-

.

",

K:

,

f *[ ;

,

s

f

'

|

Since words which an individual learns
in auditory experience are also encoun¬
tered in reading material, in time a
sight vocabulary should be accumulated
which more or less duplicates the hear¬
ing vocabulary. Since there is a high
correlation between reading vocabulary
and reading ability one should expect
that this overlapping is most complete
in good readers. On the other hand one
might suspect that poor readers recog¬
nise the meaning of more words when they
hear rather than read them.

12. Curtis and Doloh "Do Spelling Books Teach Spelling?"
The Elementary School Journal (April 1939) p. 584
13. Traxler, A.E. "Improvement of Vocabulary Through Drill"
The English Journal (June 1938) p. 340
14. Anderson and Fairbanks, "Common and Differential Factors
in Reading Vocabulary and Fearing Vocabulary Journal of
Educational Research X7JC (Ja. 1937) p. 317
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(6) Bilinguallea:

There is a general belief

that Instruction of children from homes In which foreign
languages are spoken is a serious educational problem.
Educators maintain that a child entering school knowing
none of the English Language presents a different problem
from that presented by a child who understands the lan¬
guage.

Foreign language children must learn both the oral
15
and the written language of the school, A.J. Mitchell
in his article: The Effect of Bilingualism in the Measure«

*

• •

i

«

ment of Intelligence says:
Since this child really thinks in
his own language# he has much less
ability to respond to the language
of the sohool as an instrument of
instruction,
n •

Little progress has been made in determining the rate
16
at which this handicap diminishes. Otis
apparently be¬
lieves that the language handicap of these foreign lan¬
guage speaking children is serious# particularly in the
elementary grades# for he writes:
The Otis Classification Test like
all bo called verbal tests, requires
familiarity with the printed English
Language. Pupils from homes where a
foreign language is spoken cannot be
considered as properly tested by this
test. This simply means that some al¬
lowance must be made for such a pupil’s

15. Mitchell, A.J. "The Effect of Bilingualism in the Measure¬
ment of Intelligence" The Elementary School Journal
(Sept. 1957) pp. 29-37
16. Otie, A.S. Otis Classification Test, Manual of Directions
p. 3

eoore
lower than otherwise on
account of what le generally termed
"language difficulty". How much al¬
lowance to make is not known.
(7) Summaryi

We find writere disouesing the

▼alue of vocabulary from the eocial and eoholaetic view¬
points; we find some writers discussing the place of vo¬
cabulary in the sohool; and we find some persons attempt¬
ing to measure values of vocabulary drill in other sub¬
ject matter.

Many writers have devised methods for in¬

creasing vocabularies.

This entire review does little

more than to suggest the direction of the answer to the
question that the writer of this study has raised.

As

yet we have not discovered exactly how much effect vo¬
cabulary drill has on subject matter achievement.

Since

we wish to know what effect vocabulary drill will have on
achievement, and there is no available information, we
must make a study which will supply the desired informa¬
tion.

This, the writer has attempted to do.

THE PROCEDURE

-
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CHAPTER III
The Procedure
As Indicated in the preceding chapters, the pur¬
pose of this etudy is to measure the effect of definite
vocabulary drill on achievement in Grade 7.

The problem

to which an answer is sought is as follows:
(1) problem:

Is drill in English vocabulary

in Grade 7 followed by an increase in pupil achievement
in all fields?

If so, how great is this increase?

(2) Locality of Study:

This study was made in

the Town of Sunderland, Massachusetts,
population of approximately 1290,
people are Polish,

Sunderland has a

The majority of the

The chief occupation of the community

is farming,
(3) School System:

The one school in this town

is the Sunderland Grammar School,

This school cares for

the educational needs of pupils from grades one to eight
inclusive.

It has an enrollment of 175.

Seventy-three

per cent of this number are Polish.
(4) Subjects:

The experiment was conducted with

a seventh grade class of 27 pupils - 16 boys and 11 girls.
Out of thiB group, 20 of the pupils came from Polish speak¬
ing homes.
(5) Material:

The measurement in the study was

made by means of the New Stanford Achievement Test, Ad¬
vanced Examination, Forms V, W, X, Y, and Z.

This test

-
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is intended for grades four to nine.

It has a reli¬

ability coefficient of .89 to .98 for different grades.
The different sections of each form of the test deal
withi
.Paragraph Meaning,
Word Meaning,
Dictation,
Language Usage,
Literature,
History and Civics,
Geography,
Physiology and Hygiene,
Arithmetic Reasoning,
Arithmetic Computation.
(6) Procedures

Since it was impossible to ob¬

tain two classes for the equivalent group method, the
one-group method had to be utilised.

The steps were as

follows s
(a)
(bj
(o)
(d)
(e)

it)

(g)
(h)
(i)
(J)

administer a preliminary test (Form V)
teach six weeks without vocabulary drill
administer second test (Form W)
teach six weeks with vocabulary drill
administer third test (Form X)
teach six weeks without vocabulary
administer fourth test (Form Y)
teach six weeks with vocabulary drill
administer final test (Form Z)
dompare gains in different sections

Every attempt was made to control all variables in the
different sections except the one variable of vocabulary
drill.
A description of the method of vocabulary drill used
in the two vocabulary periods of the study is found in
Appendix I.
The results of the study are found in the following
ohapters.

DESCRIPTION OF DATA

-
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CHAPTER IV
Description of Date
Chapter III gives a description of the One-group
method hy which this experiment was conducted.
1

\

'

!

The

present chapter is concerned with presenting the re¬
sults of the testing program and with comparing the
pupil gains in the first and third periods , when no
vocabulary program was used, with results in the second
and fourth periods when a definite attempt was made to
build up the vocabulary of the pupils.

Before present¬

ing this material an attempt will be made to describe
more fully the class which was used in the experiment.
(1) General Intelligence of the Class;

Table

I gives the Chronological Age and the Mental Age of the
group used in the experiment.

The mental age was deter¬

mined from the scores of the Metropolitan Achievement
Tests given to the group at the completion of grade six.
It will be noticed that the Mental Age of the group
with which the experiment was conducted ranged from 12-9
to 9-0 with a mean age of 11.5.

The Chronological Age

ranged from 16-1 to 10-10 with a mean age of 11.6.

In

general, the group is fairly homogeneous as regards mental
age with the exception of one pupil who falls very low.
In Chronological Age the group is not so homogeneous as
several range one or more years above the 12-6 group.
The pupil who has a chronological age of 16-0 is to be

-
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Table I
The Distribution of the Chronological and
Mental Ages of the Pupils Used in the Experiment.
Age Distribution

Mental Age

16-0
15-6
15-0
14-6
14-0
13-6
13-0
12-6
12-0
11-6
11-0
10-6
10-0
9-6
9-0

Chronological Age
1

1
1
1
5
5
6
3
4

5
3
11
5
2
1

11.63

Means

11.5

noted.

His corresponding mental age was 9-0.

Very lit¬

tle can be expected from this pupil in the abilities
measured by the Stanford Achievement Test.
The results of the method of vocabulary drill on the
test scores in subject-achievement are shown in the fol¬
lowing pages.

For ease of reading, the different subjects

will be considered separately.
(2) paragraph Meaning;

Section 1 of the Stanford

Achievement Test measures the pupil’s ability to grasp the
meaning of groups of wordB.

It is assumed that Vocabulary

is directly correlated with the ability to understand the
oontent of paragraphs.

Does extra training in Vocabulary

aid in comprehending paragraph meanings?

Table II shows

the results of the experiment so far as this ability is
concerned.

-
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Table II
Total Gains Made by Pupils in First and
Third Periods Compared ^Ith Total Gains
In Seoond and Fourth Periods In Paragraph Meaning
Gain

^Number in First
and Third Periods

30
20
10
0
10
20
30

Number in Seoond
and Fourth Periods
4
5
6
8
2
2
2

3
4
11
8
3

Means
Standard
Standard
Means
Standard
##Critical

Deviations
Error of

10.5
16.7

-6.3
11.0

2.0
Error of Differences between Means
Ratio of Difference between Means

3.1
5.7
4.5

# Those periods in which no special vocabulary given.
## For an example of this statistical procedure see
Appendix I.
It la to be noted from Table II that greater gains
were made during the second and fourth periods when spe¬
cial drill in vocabulary work was given.
The question arises as to whether the difference be¬
tween the means (16.8) is reliable.
A critical ratio of
1
3.0 is taken by convention to mean that the difference
is reliable.

The critical ratio in connection with Para¬

graph Meaning in Table II is 4.5.

Therefore* it may be

assumed that extra drill in Vocabulary will aid the pupil
in paragraph comprehension.

X. Garrett* Henry C. Statistics in Psychology and Education
P. 134
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(5) Word Meaning!

Section 2 of the Stanford

Achievement Teat deale with the comprehension of word
definitions,

Word meaning Is the foundation upon which

the mastery of English and Reading depends.

Does extra

vocabulary drill help In reeognlalng word meanings?
Table III shows the results of the experiment so far as
this ability Is concerned.

Table III
Total Gains Made by Pupils In First and
Third Periods Compared With Total Gains
In Second and Fourth Periods In Word Meaning
G&ln
#Number in First
and Third Periods and Fourth Periods
28
21
14

Number in Second

2
4
8
13
2

7
0
-7
-14
Means
Standard
Standard
Standard
Critical

1,3
Deviations
7,0
Error of Means
1,3
Error of Differences Between Means
Ratio of Difference Between Means

2
4
4
11

7

1
5.6
8.8
1.6
2.06
2,0

# Those periods In which no special vocabulary given.
It is to be noted from Table III that the mean for
the Second and Fourth period, the time when vocabulary
building was stressed, was 4.3 higher than it was for the
periods during which no extra vocabulary work was given.
The critical ratio of 2.0 is not sufficiently large (it
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should be 3,0) so that one can Bay with certainty that
the difference la reliable,

However, the chances are
2

98 out of 100 that the difference 1b reliable,

From

this It can be assumed that it is rather probable that
*' * 1

’

' ‘

T

extra Yoeabulary work will aid in Word Meaning,
(4) Spelling Dictation:

Section 3 of the Stan¬

ford Achievement Test deals with the ability to spell
dictated words correctly.

Spelling is directly corre¬

lated with all written English.

Will extra training in

Table IV
Total Gains Made by Pupils in First and
Third Periods Compared With Total Gains In
Second and Fourth Periods in Spelling Dictation
Gain
and Third Periods

#Number in First
and fourth Periods

Number in Second

36
30
24
18

1
1
2

12

1

6

6
0
-6
-12
-18

7
11
6
3
1

7
11

Means
Standard
Standard
Standard
Critical

2.9
Deviations
6.6
Error of Means
1.2
Error of Differences Between Means
Ratio of Differences Between Feans

1
10.0
8,7
1.6
2.0
3.5

# Those periods in which no special vocabulary was given.

2. Garrett, Henry C. Statistics in Psychology and Educa¬
tion p. 134
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Vocabulary aid in spelling?

Table IV ehowe the results

of the experiment so far aB this ability is concerned.
Table IV shows that the total gains made by the pu¬
pils during the second and fourth periods were consider¬
ably larger than those made at the time when no Tocabulary
drill was given.

The mean during the periods of special

drill is 7.1 higher than the other periods.

The critical

ratio of 3.5 indicates that this difference is reliable
and one can conclude that vocabulary drill will aid spell¬
ing work.
(5) Language Usages

Section 4 of the test deals

Table V
Total Gains Made by Pupils in First and
Third Periods Compared V/ith Total Gains In
Second and Fourth Periods in Language Usage
Gain
60
45
30
15
0
-15
-30
-45
-60
Means
Standard
Standard
Standard
Critical

#Number in First
and Third Periods

Number in Second
and Fourth Periods
1

3
3
12
18
2
1
1
3.9
18.6
Deviations
3.4
Error of Means
Differences
Between Means
Error of
Ratio of Differences Between Means

1
3
12
9
3
1
4.7
18.15
3.3
4.6
.1

# Those periods in which no special vocabulary was given.
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with the ability of the pupil to use the English Lan¬
guage eorreotly.

Grammar is one of the most important

factors in correct Language Usage.
lary drill effect Language Usage?

Does extra vocabuTable V shows the

results of the experiment so far as this ability is con¬
cerned.
It is to be noted from Table V that the mean gains
in the two periods were 3.9 and 4.7.

Since the means are

so nearly alike it is to be assumed that vocabulary drill
will not aid in Language Usage.

The critical ratio is

.1 which indicates no significant difference.
(6) Literatures

Section 5 of the Stanford

Achievement Test measures the pupils1 knowledge of Litera¬
ture.

It is usually assumed that there is a high cor¬

relation between English and Literature since one must
understand what one is reading.

Will extra work in vo¬

cabulary aid in gaining a broader knowledge of Literature?
Table VI shows the results of the experiment so far as
this ability is concerned.
Table VI shows that the mean during the period with¬
out extra drill was -4.3 as compared with 8.5 during the
time of extra drill.

The critical ratio is 2.4 and is

not sufficiently large so that one can say with certainty
that the difference is reliable.

However, the chances
3
are 99.2 out of 100 that the difference is reliable.

3. Garrett, Henry C. Statistics in Psychology and Educa¬
tion p. 134
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Table VI
Total Crains Made by Pupils in First and
Third Periods Compared With Total Gains In
Second and Fourth Periods in Literature
Cairf

dumber m 5econ(
and Fourth Periods

45
30
15
0
-15
-30
-45
-60

*

Means
Standard
Standard
Standard
Critical

1
13
4
5
9
10
8
9
3
1
1
3

-4.3
Deviations
22.8
Error of Means
4.22
Error of Differences Between Means
Ratio of Difference Between Means

8.5
18.4
3.41
5.4
2.4

# Those periods when no special vocabulary work was given.
From this it can be assumed that it is highly probable
that extra vocabulary work will aid in the study of Liter¬
ature.
(7) History and Civicst

Section 6 of the Stan¬

ford Achievement Test deals with ability to answer History
and Civic questions.

It is assumed that English is direct¬

ly correlated with History and Civics because these sub¬
jects are taught almost entirely by reading from a text¬
book or reference material.

Does extra training in Vocab¬

ulary aid in studying History?

Table VII shows the results.

It is to be noted from Table VII that the mean for the
second and fourth periods, the times when vocabulary drill

-
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TaTole VII
Total Gains Made by Puplle in First and
Third Periods Compared With Total Gains In
Second and Fourth Periods in wt8tory and Civics
Gain
and Third Periods
35
28
21
14
7
0
-7
.14
-21
—28

"dumber in First
and Fourth Periods

Wriber in Seoond

1
2
2
2
1
8
M

Means
Standard
Standard
Standard
Critical

4
3
5
1
1.8
Deviations
16.1
Error of Means
3.0
Error of Differences Between Means
Ratio of Differences Between Means

1
2

7
10

7
1
1

10.98
8.54
1.6
3.4
2.7

# Those periods in which no special vocabulary was given.

was stressed* was 9.1 higher than it was for the periods
during which no extra vocabulary drill was given.

The

critical ratio of 2.7 is not sufficiently large so that
one can say with certainty that the difference is reli¬
able.

However* the chances are 99.5 out of 100 that the
4
difference is reliable.
From this it can be assumed
that it is highly probable that extra vocabulary work
will aid in History and Civics.

4. Garrett* Henry C. op. cit. p* 134
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(8) geography:

-

Section 7 of the Stanford

Achievement Test pertains to Geography.

Geography and

English are closely related because one must be able
to read to have a complete understanding of Geography,
/ill extra vocabulary drill aid geography marks?

Table

VIII shows the results of the experiment so far as ge¬
ography is concerned.

Table VIII
Total Gains Made by Pupils in First and
Third Periods Compared ^/ith Total Gains In
Second and Fourth Periods in Geography
Gain

^Number in First
and Third Periods

60
45
30
15
0
-15
-30
-45
-60
-75

Number in Second
and Fourth Periods
1
•

>r

4 8
11
1

V

1
5
10
1

1

Means
Standard
Standard
Standard
Critical

-.9
Deviations
18.0
Error of Means
3.6
Error of Differences Between Means
Ratio of Differences Between Means

9,3
17.1
3.4
4.9
2.1

# Those periods in which there was no special vocabulary
drill.

The critical ratio of the difference between means
in Table VIII is 2.1.

The chanceB of this difference be-
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ing unreliable are sufficiently great that one would
be unjustified in saying that drill in vocabulary will
always be followed by gains in Geography.
(9) Physiology and Hygiene:

Section 8 of the

Stanford Achievement Test measures the knowledge of Physi¬
ology and Hygiene.

Will extra training in vocabulary aid

in understanding Physiology and Hygiene?

Table IX shows

the results for this subject.

Table IX
Total Gains Made by Pupils in First and
Third Periods Compared With Total Gains In
Second and Fourth periods in Physiology and Hygiene
Gain
and Third Periods
24
16
8
0
-8
• 16
.24

#Number in First
and Fourth Periods

Number in Second

4
5
6
7
4
3

.

Means
Standard
Standard
Standard
Critical

1.0
Deviations
12.1
Error of Means
2.2
Error of Difference Between Means
Ratio of Difference Between Means

2
3
7
8
7
2
6.2
10.5
1.0
2.9
1.8

# Those periods when no special vocabulary work was given.

It is to be noted from Table IX that the mean gain
for the non-vocabulary periods was 1.0 and for the vocab¬
ulary periods 6.2.

The difference is 5*2.

The critical
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ratio of the difference It 1.8.

The chances are only

96 out of 100 that this difference le reliable.

We ean-

not say with any degree of certainty that vocabulary
drill will he followed by improvement in Physiology and
Hygiene.
(10) Arithmetic Reasoning!

Section 9 of the

test deals with ability to solve problems in arithmetic.
It is usually assumed that English is directly corre¬
lated with ability to solve problems since one must na¬
turally be able to read and understand the problem aB a
a preliminary step.

Does extra training in vocabulary

aid in solving problems in arithmetic?

Table X shows

Table X
Total Gains Made by Pupils in First and
Third Periods Compared With Total Gains In
Second and Fourth Periods in Arithmetic Reasoning
Gain

^Number in First
and Third Periods

Number in Second
and Fourth Periods

24
18

1

2

1

3

12

3
6 ,
10

3
7
4

4

9

4

1
1

6
0
-6
-12
-18
Means
Standard
Standard
Standard
Critical

>

4.24
Deviations
10.15
Error of Means
2,03
Error of Difference Between Means
Ratio of Difference Between Means

4.68
13.4
2.68
3.3
.1

# Those periods in which no special vocabulary given.
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the remits of the experiment so far as this ability
ie concerned.
Table X shows that th# mean was only ,44 larger
during the period of extra vocabulary drill.

The chances

of this difference being unreliable are sufficiently
great that there is no evidence that drill in Vocabulary
will be followed by gains in Arithmetic Reasoning.
(11) Arithmetic Computation:

Section 10 of

the Stanford Achievement Test measures ability in Arith¬
metic Comprehension.

How much vocabulary drill helps

Table XI
Total Gains Made by Pupils in First and
Third Periods Compared With Total Gains In
Second and Fourth Periods in Arithmetic Computation
Gain
40
32
24
16
6
0
-8
-16
-24
-32
Means
Standard
Standard
Standard
Critical

^Number in First
and Third Periods

Number in Second
and Fourth Periods

2
2
6
6
5
4
1
2
1
8.4
16.32
Deviations
3.2
TSrror of Means
Frror of Difference "Between Means
Ratio of Difference "Between Means

4
1
3
5
10
4
1
1
11.7
17.84
3.3
4.6
.7

# Those periods in which no special vocabulary work was
given.

arithmetic computation may he notert in Table XI.
The critical ratio of the difference between means
is .7.

It ie evident that there is no adequate basis

for believing that drill in vocabulary will be followed
by greater progress in Arithmetic Computation.
(12) Total Achievement?

So far the achieve¬

ment of the two periods has been compared for special
test sections.

There remains to be discovered the ef¬

fect of vocabulary drill upon the total achievement as

Table XII
Total Test ScoreB During the First and
Third Periods Compared V/ith Total Test
Scores During the Second and Fourth Periods
Gains

Number in First
Number in Second
and Third Periods and Fourth Periods

150
120
90
60
30
0
-30
-60
-90

1
4
6
7
6
1
2

-120

1

-150

1

Means
Standard
Standard
Standard
Critical

Deviation
Error of Means
Error of Difference
Ratio of Difference

8«8
54.0
10.0

1
2
10
5
5
4

1
1

71.9
45.0
8.3
13.0
4.8
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measured by the total seores on the Stanford Achieve¬
ment Test.

These results are shown in Table XXI.

Table XII shows that so far as total achievement
is concerned the pupils gained an average of 71.9 points
when vocabulary was drilled and 8.8 points when no vo¬
cabulary was taught.

The critical ratio of 4.8 is suf¬

ficiently large so that one can have confidence that the
difference is reliable.

That is, if the experiment were

repeated the gains would again favor the vocabulary
periods.
A summary of the findings of this chapter is found
in Chapter 5

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

•
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CHAPTER V
Restatement of Problem and Summary of Conclusions
The problem which this study sought to solve was as
followst
(1) The Problem:

Can the subject matter a-

ohlavement of children of foreign born parents be in¬
creased by an intensive vocabulary building program in
grade seven?
(2) Summary of Conclusions!

In this study some

differences were discovered which were sufficiently large
to give certainty of reliability, some were not so large
but there was still a high degree of probability of a re¬
liable difference, while in other cases the difference
was so small that little significance oould be attached
to it.

The results are classified under these three

headings below.
A. Highly reliable differences were found in:
1. Paragraph Meaning
2. Spelling and Dictation
3. Total Achievement
B. There was high probability of a real difference in*
1.
2.
3.
4.

Word Meaning
Literature
History and Civics
Geography

C. There was no significant difference in:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Language Usage
Physiology and Hygiene
Arithmetic Reasoning
Arithmetic Computation
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(3) general!satione:
X. It is probable that an Intensive vocabulary
building program will increase subject mat¬
ter achievement in Paragraph Meaning and
Spelling Dictation.
2. It is highly probable that there will be in¬
creased subject matter achievement in Word
Meaning, Literature, History and Civics, and
Geography when an intensive vocabulary drill
program is followed.
5. Vocabulary drill did not cause any significant
difference in Language Usage* Physiology and
Hygiene, Arithmetic Reasoning, and Arithmetic
Computation.
4. A highly reliable difference was found in Total
Achievement Scores.
(4) Limitations:

During the study several points

of weakness were noted which should be rectified by anyone
continuing to experiment along these lines.

These were as

follows*
1. A group of 29 pupils is rather small for a study
of this kind.

Even this had to be reduced by 4

in places because some pupils missed some of the
tests.
2. The one-group method has points of evident weakness .

Piret is the likelihood of considerable

carry-over of ability from ore period to the
next.

Second le the uncertainty that gains

at one point in the learning curve are compar¬
able to gains at another point.

Third, aris¬

ing from the second, is that unoertainty as
to whether six or eight weeks of additional
eduoational maturity might not have some ef¬
fect upon achievement.
In spite of these weaknesses, however, the writer
feels that there is sufficient evidence of benefit from
definite vocabulary drill to warrant further experiments
along the same line.

APPENDICES

THE PROGRAM OF VOCABULARY DRILL

The Program of Vocabulary Drill
An attempt was made in this study to Interest the
pupils in words, to hare them learn to recognise as many
words as possible, and to know the definitions of those
words occurring most frequently in their daily lessons.
(1) Restrictions!

It was difficult to corer

any great amount of work within the six week periods.
The amount of activity work which could he done was
limited because of the various abilities of the group.
(2) Subjects into which vocabulary drill was
Introduced:

Working on the theory that an adequate vo¬

cabulary is necessary for better comprehension in all
subjects, vocabulary drill was introduced in the follow¬
ing subjects:

spelling, arithmetic, reading, history,

geography, and composition.
(3) The Spelling Program:
pils were to have 25 spelling words.

"Each week the pu¬
Ten of t^ese words

were taken from the Rorn-Ashbough Spellers.

Fifteen of

the words were selected from the lessons for the coming
week.

The pupils were given a definition for each word,

a synonym for each word, and sentences in which the words
were correctly used.

It was the pupils* assignment to

master the spelling words and as many synonyms for each
word as they could find.

These words were to be used as

often as there was opportunity to do so.
procedure was used:

The following
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Monday - Copy ■palling word® and find synoyms.
Tuesday - Play a word game using the spelling
words.
Wednesday - Play a game using the eynoyme of
the spelling words.
Thursday - A test on the definitions and appllcations of the words.
Friday - Test on words and a review of words
used in previous lessons.
(*) A Successful Motivation;

During our periods

of special drill on vocabulary we played a game called:
’•Hard Nuts to Crack".

Each morning on the board, when

the pupilb came to class, there was a riddle or question
to be solved:

Example, What is the difference between a

turtle and a tortoise?
The pupils could use any of the reference books in
the room for answering their questions.

Their answers

were written on slips of paper which were collected at
the close of school each day.

The points made by the

pupils for correct answers were kept on file cards.

A

small prize was offered to th© winner at the end of the
semester.
(5) Other Motivations:

During our extra drill

periods we also used a game called: "A Word A Day Will
Keep Poor Expression Away".

During our reading periods

each pupil was to find a new word in his lesson.

He was

to find the word in the dictionary, notice its pronuncia¬
tion, its meaning, and a synonym for the word.

The new
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words wore kept in vocabulary notebooks.

Every day a

part of the class had the opportunity to tell their new
words to the class.
Flash cards played an important part in our drills.
New words were printed on one side of the card and syno¬
nyms of the word were printed on the other side.

The

pupils were allowed to keep the cards if they could give
the correct word on the back of the card they were shown.
When playing Verbarium, the pupils were to see how
many words they could make from each letter of a spelling
word.

Three letter words or less were not counted.

was done without a dictionary.
T
H
A
N
K
S

This

Example:

THANKS
—tune,terminate,talk
—hurry,haphasard
—always,automatic
—numerical
—king,knives,kangaroo
—servants,Bolitude

In our language lessons, we studied prefixes, homo¬
nyms, words often confused in meaning, synonyms, and
matching correct definitions.
(6) Wavs of Building a Vocabulary:

It would

be impossible to say which of the methods used were most
valuable, however the following are some of the devices
successfully employed:
1. Synonyms and Homonyms of common words.
2. Use of new words in sentences during
recitation periods.
3. Vocabulary Notebooks.
4. Acting out meanings of words.
5. Contests on spelling, definitions, or
pronunciation.

-
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Ap_ Example of the Statistical procedure
Used In The Study
There ie much use made in this study of various
statistical concepts*

Presented here is a sample of

the oomplete statistical procedure that is necessary
to find these various items.

Below are two distribu¬

tions of scores; one for the group during periods 1 and
3, the other for the group during periods 2 and 4.

We

are interested in knowing whether these distributions
represent significant differences in ability.

150
120
90
60
30
0
-30
-60
-90
-120
-150

-rex x u us x arm o
d
fd
f
1
3
3
11
2
4
1111 1 10/17
1111
0
1111
-1
-5
1111
-2
-8
1
-3
-3
1
-4 -4/-20

Efd—3

fd2
9
8
10
5
16
9
16

jrenous £ ancL 4
d
t
fd
150
120
90
1
60 1111
30 1111 1
0
-30
-60
-90
-120
-150

ms ii
mi i
i
ii
i
i

Efd*«73

fd2

3
9
3
2
8
16
6/17
1
6
0
-1
-6
6
-2
-2
4
-3
-6
18
-4
-4
16
-5 -■5/-23 25
Efd*t-6 SfdZ-100

The mean square is first found •
Mean equals, assumed mean , plus, the sum of the fd ’s
i
Thus:
times the interval divided by the number of scores.
M = Mid. 4 (Efd x
- 75.0 - 3
30
29 x
m
75.0 -3.1
71.9

■1

U - Mid.
• 15.0

•

«

-6
29 J
15.0 -6.2
8.8

1C

30

1. Tiegs and Crawford, Statistics for Teachers p. 54
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The standard deYiation of the distribution is fourd.
2

Standard deviation

equals, the interval times, the square

root of, the sum of the fd squares divided by the number
of scores minus the correction factors.
(r

*
s

/Efd* , Efd^ ^ I
/ H
H

Thus:

0- - yifd^

Efg? x I

/73 _ -3^ x 50
/ 2$T
29

*

^2,5 -

a y/3.4 - (.2)2 3 4 X 30

/Too
/

P9 *

16^
29

30
x

3

.01

x 30

S y'srre x so

- ^5.4 - .04

=

1.5 x 30

■ y^fc.36 x 30

«■»

45.0

■

1.8 x 30

s

54.0

The standard error of the mean is then found.

X 30

Stand-

ard error of the mean equals, the deviation of the distributton, divided by the square root of the number of scores
Thus:
0“Mt »

a

Cr
nr

45

<rM

cr

»

7T~
-

54
/ IT

/ 29
=

45
5.38

a

54
5.38

*

8.3

-

10.0

2. Ibid p. 199

3. The correction is equal to the square of the sum of the
fd*s divided by the number of scores.
4. Ibid p. 153
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Por a comparison of the two groupst

The difference

'between the mean scores of the 2 groups is found.
D = 8.3

Thust

D r 10.0

The standard error of this difference is found.
\*

Standard error of the difference equals, the square root
of, the sum of the squares of the standard deviations of
5
the roan of the two distributions.
Thus:
CTd - y'CTilj 4 ctm4c
/ 8.3 4 10. ~

/ 68.89 * 100
: /

/ 168.89“

*

12.9 = 13.

mm

The critical ratio of the difference is found.
V

.

'

.

{

,

| i

M,

The

\

•

critical ratio is the relation of the point difference be¬
tween the means to the standard deviation of this differ6
ence.
Thus*
C.R. *

D
0-4

=

63.1
13

*

4.8

The sine of the critical ratio shows the probability
', i

of the difference being reliable

i •

A critical ratio of 4.8

is very significant, i.e. there is a very high probability
that the difference between the means is significant.

5. Ibid p. 139
6.

Ibid p. 140
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